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LAW ENFORCEMENT GUN STOCK 
(Introduction 1971) 

-6- October 14, 1971 

- SHOTGUNS - contd. 

Marketing re?orted in detail on the progress that has been made 
on the Law Enforcement Gun Stock. Their report is attached as 
Exhibit l. The plant order will be rewritten to include the 
$5000 fee for assignment of rights to the Stock rather than 
include this as a cost of $1.00 per unit on the first 5000 
units. 

If this Stock is sold to other than law enforcement agencies, 
it could lead to poor public relations for Remington. Marketing ·\i~ .. 
was directed to arrange suitable agreements that would restrict·.·ff-. ., 
sales of this Stock to law enforcement <i.gencies only, ~~'V.· 'ct_ 

;~~~;t;;::;;~;~=-~~~r::· th~.~:1'~i~1~;~ :lr·:~~!\~~;,·~· 
order be for 5000 un~;;.;J<' ~!(ii":'<~::~, '1jh ~; 
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MODEL 742-X RIFtEf,,,_ 'A' LOADI . Ci NTE c.F~RE 

(Introducti,q,y.'~~97S(~ ~~; -~~~;f;}°F"' 
. ~. ~-~=:~~;;~·· -~,~~-> -~::.~;.. ,,d:~ . 

R & D''.~etrQ,f,t~.~,·~:hat--:\~_he~~gf~q for the spring lock gas system 
,;~:bas be~ ~imrote:r de@j.g~' and parts will be testea by the 
1 ~ilh'.i~le-'.0£ Nci-vember. :Approximately 40"" of the parts for a 

._j<;~;;~~t,·~:,,,,., ·:ith[.nif~~~~hgt&~, z:i:agnum ~na a 3 0-06 caliber prototype rifle 
.~f' '·~~~ ~l~ be>~;·t fab'ri.cated i.n the Model Shop. These two prototypes 
;~r ·~~i- w·~·:i:1 be '~~'ady fo:r testing in February, 1972 • 

. :~t'~r:~,~~· ~"' ~~t +. !'' 1~h_ .. ..0~f' Lay~uts have been started for the shotgun and this work will 
'~i; .. ~~ ''~;;~;;-;:;)Ye follow the rifle by about six months. It is necessary to do 
··;~~.. hi this work concurrently with the center fire to achieve the 
·~~•:. ,~~~;' objective of the "family of guns." The revised announcement 

-~~~~~·!~~,.. date of 1975 is included in the development schedule. 'l'o 
achieve this schedule, seven additional designers and 
draftsmen will have to be assigned to this program in June 

(_ 
or July of 1972. 
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